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INTRODUCTION 
One of the common tasks you are faced with in IT is the loading of data. Most 
organizations have numerous jobs running that move data from one system to 
another system or from files into databases or vice versa. In many of these cases 
PL/SQL is custom coded to take care of all of these jobs, but it is the question if 
this is the most effective and efficient way of doing data movement.  

Many reasons exist as to why organizations need to move data around. Let’s look at 
one of the more common ones to understand some of the challenges involved in 
this operation. Our scenario is the case where you are the IT manager in an 
organization selling widgets, and your management is requesting various reports of 
the monthly sales revenues and forecasts out of the OLTP order system. 

For this question to be answered you typically move data from the OLTP system 
into a separate system allowing you to optimize query performance and incorporate 
the advanced forecasting functionality. 

What you need to move the data is some code that extracts the data from the 
various OLTP tables and combines it to get the desired results. You will have to 
aggregate your orders to report on month level and then store the data. To get that 
code you have some options: you can either write the code for the extractions by 
hand, or you use a tool like Oracle Warehouse Builder to generate this code. 

This paper will discuss in detail why Oracle Warehouse Builder, compared to hand 
coding, is the best choice to move your data. The bottom line, as you will see, is 
that Oracle Warehouse Builder will save you both time and money. 

DEFINING WAREHOUSE BUILDER’S SCOPE 
While Oracle Warehouse Builder is most typically characterized as an ETL1 or data 
integration tool, it does many more things than just moving data around. 
Essentially it is a design tool for data warehouses, allowing you to design the target 
schema (both relational and multi-dimensional) to hold the data, the ETL processes 

                                                 
1 ETL stands for Extraction, Transformation and Loading. This in turn is the industry term for 

loading data from one system into another system, typically a data warehouse. 
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to get the data into the target schema, and the end user application foundation to 
analyze the data, thus providing a one-stop-shop for data warehouse infrastructure. 

Oracle Warehouse Builder is built on top of a metadata repository that captures 
your design. Once you have created your design in the repository, you generate the 
code and deploy it to a database. Schema and object definitions are generated using 
SQL. For data integration routines, the tool generates a combination of SQL and 
PL/SQL, thus allowing you to perform complex transformations on the data you 
are moving.  

 
Figure 1 Generating code from a metadata repository 

It is quite possible that you did not model your schemas, both for your original 
source systems and your target in Oracle Warehouse Builder but in tools like 
Oracle Designer or Computer Associates ERWin. In this case you can exchange 
metadata between these tools and Oracle Warehouse Builder allowing you to use 
both tools for your preferred activities. 

Extraction can be done from various sources. Of course Oracle databases can act 
as a source, but also the other common databases such as IBM DB2, Microsoft 
SQL Server and others. Flat files are part of the source and target systems for 
Oracle Warehouse Builder, and you can both extract from and write to flat files. 

Once you have designed you data store or schemas and loaded data, Oracle 
Warehouse Builder allows you to design and move extra metadata to common 
query tools in the market such as Oracle Discoverer or Business Objects. You can 
also create specialized OLAP objects to cater for the advanced analytics such as the 
forecasting we discussed in the example. 

Most tools stop here with respect to utilizing the metadata - not Oracle Warehouse 
Builder. One of the strongest points of Oracle Warehouse Builder is that it 
continues to support your design cycle by easily allowing additions and changes to 
the metadata. Oracle Warehouse Builder allows you to understand upfront what 
impact a change has on your system and then assists you in implementing this 
change, both in the ETL and in the schema design. In other words, Oracle 
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Warehouse Builder assists you during the entire life cycle of your system, not just 
with your initial design. 

UNDERSTAND HOW ORACLE WAREHOUSE BUILDER SAVES YOU 
TIME AND MONEY 
By now you are probably wondering how the overhead of a metadata repository, a 
tool, and some generated code can save you time or money 

So let’s approach this from two sides: the technical side – can the tool solve my 
problem and if possible with less time and effort – and the business side – can the 
tool solve my problem and save me money. 

Save money with Oracle Warehouse Builder 
In order to save money on your projects certain basic business rules must be 
satisfied: 

• Maximize your capital investments – can this tool maximize the 
utilization of technology we have instead of adding more?  

• High return on investment – how fast can I get benefits from my 
investment? 

• Low knowledge barrier – does the organization have the required 
knowledge or can it be attained quickly? 

Maximize your capital investments 

With the recent reduction in IT spending, adding hardware is not necessarily the 
easiest thing to do in any organization. So the goal is to increase the workload on 
the boxes you have. There are two major aspects of this paradigm we need to look 
at: 

• Better hardware utilization 

• Better usage of new software features 

Oracle Warehouse Builder has some unique characteristics that help you achieve 
just that for your organization. 

Contrary to engine based ETL tools, which extract data and then work in their own 
engine on transformations before loading it into the database, Oracle Warehouse 
Builder extracts the data and then performs any transformation directly within the 
database where the data is eventually stored.  
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Figure 2 Two same size machines are needed to do the work 

This means with the engine based technology, you have two machines (see Figure 
2) to do the same workload that Oracle Warehouse Builder does on one machine. 
So while the data warehouse machine sits idle during the night, the ETL machine is 
churning away at your jobs. When your users are discovering their monthly sales, 
the data warehouse machine is working and the ETL machine is doing nothing. 
This is not an efficient use of resources. 

 

 
Figure 3 Warehouse Builder uses one machine to do all work2

As you can see in Figure 3 all of the work Oracle Warehouse Builder does happens 
on the data warehouse machine. So running the ETL jobs during the night and 
doing querying during the day maximizes the machine utilization. An extra benefit 
from the simpler architecture of Oracle Warehouse Builder is that the 

                                                 
2 Figures 2 and 3 are not to scale. You will need the same machine size in both scenarios. In the 

engine based scenario you will need two of these machines. 
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administration becomes simpler. Now your Oracle DBA can do the administration 
for all work being done, instead of needing a DBA and an ETL administrator. 

Another benefit Oracle Warehouse Builder gives you is the close alignment with 
functionality in the Oracle database. Due to enhancements and new features in 
different releases of the Oracle database, the same logical data move can be 
implemented in different ways, leveraging new functionality. 

For example, changing an ‘INSERT‘ statement and an ‘UPDATE’ statement into 
one combined ‘MERGE’ statement3 makes your code perform better without 
adding any additional hardware. If you wrote your own code you will have to invest 
significant time to change all the routines and verify they are correct. This is a costly 
operation. 

Oracle Warehouse Builder does not only use these new statements with new code. 
The tool also allows you to upgrade all your existing designs with the flip of a 
switch. In this particular example, you would simply change the generated code 
version to 9i, and you instantly have the new statement generated in all applicable 
places. Of course you are also utilizing the database better by using the functionality 
you paid for (instead of paying extra for a separate ETL engine). 

Return on Investment (ROI) 

This is a classic measure to help decide whether it is worth to actually invest in a 
tool and estimate what the returns for the investment would be. Typically Return 
on Investment (ROI) calculations are used on more tangible assets than on 
software, so we are not going to try to do a scientific ROI calculation. However we 
can take a look at some of the points in a typical ROI calculation, and apply them 
to software. 

One of these points is cost, and for Oracle Warehouse Builder this is a key 
differentiator. It is delivered as an integral part of the Oracle database. This means 
that the core ETL capabilities of the product are included in the license price for 
the Oracle database4. 

So, even if all other factors and capabilities were equal, Oracle Warehouse Builder 
would have a much better ROI than comparable tools on the market for this 
reason alone. 

Now let us add some of the previously discussed merits to this calculation: 

• Lower management cost because of a known and single technology 
environment 

• Lower training cost in an Oracle environment (for more details see the 
next paragraph) 

• Better utilization of existing software and hardware resources 

                                                 
3 Introduced in Oracle9i Release 1 
4  This applies to Oracle Database SE, SE1 and EE editions 
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If we add these factors to the licensing cost, the ROI for Oracle Warehouse Builder 
compared to other ETL tools is higher. 

While many customers have actually bought tools like Oracle Warehouse Builder, 
the most common implementation of a warehouse is still custom written code. In 
an Oracle implementation this is typically SQL and PL/SQL that provides schemas 
and ETL routines. So let’s attempt to list some of the activities to see how much 
Oracle Warehouse Builder would speed up development and changes and how this 
would add to an overall, relative ROI calculation. 

Initial development activities: 

Task Advantages of using Warehouse Builder over 
custom coding 

Initial ETL design/code Time gains through logical modeling instead 
of writing hundreds of lines of code 

Build error handling Comes for free with Warehouse Builder 

Testing Roughly the same amount of time required, 
easier to reproduce in Warehouse Builder 

Debugging Time and effort reduced dramatically in 
Warehouse Builder using the graphical 
debugger 

Applying debug changes Much faster due to logical changes instead of 
independent code changes in various places 

Final test Roughly the same amount of time required, 
easier to reproduce in Warehouse Builder 

Create End User Layer Automated by using Warehouse Builder, 
massively cuts time  

Go to Production Simpler and more manageable with 
Warehouse Builder, reduces errors and 
repeats 

Build management infrastructure Comes with the tool and there is no virtually 
no labor required to get this up and running 

Documentation Where most ETL code is undocumented, 
working with Warehouse Builder directly 
documents logic as you are working in 
graphical diagrams explaining most of the 
logic by design 

Overall Reduces effort and decreases development 
time 
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Adding changes to the design or the code: 

Task Advantages of using Warehouse Builder over 
custom coding 

Identify the change Warehouse Builder does this for you and 
reports the change 

Determine impact of change
  

Impact is shown and documented up front 
giving you a clear picture of any change 
before you start modifying code 

Design the change The logical design environment saves you 
time re-designing because the impact is 
shown and design changes can be pinpointed 

Implement the change Warehouse Builder dramatically reduces the 
implementation as you only need to change 
your design and not go through all your lines 
of code 

Testing There are fewer changes and less impact so 
testing will less involved. Warehouse Builder 
saves you time here 

Debugging Using the debugger finding errors is much 
faster 

Applying debug changes Changes are applied to the model not to 
hundreds of lines of code 

Final test Is still required, but because the changes are 
smaller and less impact full this will be faster 
and more efficient 

Update end user layer Warehouse Builder does this from the same 
design so virtually no extra work required 

Go to Production Warehouse Builder generates upgrades scripts 
to minimize impact and reduce the amount of 
time required 

Documentation Is done while doing the change, reducing the 
time required 

Overall Warehouse Builder allows you dramatic time 
changes in updating and changing your 
application 

 
Even if we assume that your developers need to do additional training to get to 
grips with Oracle Warehouse Builder it is clear that in a relative ROI calculation 
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Oracle Warehouse Builder comes out on top. Actually every project manager 
should be asking the question whether or not Oracle Warehouse Builder would 
address the project needs. If the answer is yes, than there should be very few 
arguments against using the tool, most certainly from the business perspective. 

One factor that can be key in maintaining a custom coded solution is training. If it 
takes several weeks to get to grips with a tool, is it worth to spend this time? And 
of course how much time are we spending and at what cost. So let’s look at that in 
the next paragraph. 

Knowledge 

As we all know, training costs money, and in the current economic environment 
training is something that is coming under increased scrutiny in every organization. 

We already discussed the metadata that you develop in Oracle Warehouse Builder 
and some of the benefits you get from that. An extra benefit of that metadata is 
that you do not actual create the code, but let Oracle Warehouse Builder generate 
it. Now, you are wondering what this means for your training expenses? The 
answer is that you can apply the same design to many database versions, but since 
you don’t write the code you do not have to understand from day one all the 
nuances of new features within the database. 

In other words, while you want to understand your database, it is not required to go 
to each and every new features class to get benefits from a database upgrade. Your 
developers do not first have to invest days in PL/SQL class, they can simply flip 
the switch in Oracle Warehouse Builder and they are using the newest features 
instantly. This not only reduces the direct need of training for your developers it 
also increases the rate in which you can get benefits out of the newer version of the 
database. 

Save time with Oracle Warehouse Builder 
Now that you understand the business reasons why this tool saves you time and 
money we need to make sure the tool actually satisfies your technical requirements. 
Can it actually move my data from the OLTP system into your data store? 

In order for Oracle Warehouse Builder to actually meet your requirements the tool 
must meet some basic, high-level technical requirements: 

 
• Scalability and Performance – the capability of both the tool and the 

created application to scale and perform for large implementations 

• Flexibility – the capability of solving many technical problems 

• Adaptability – the capability to handle changes 

 
The two first criteria are commonly seen in many papers on ETL tools, but the last 
one is ominously missing from most, even though it is among the top criteria for 
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any technical tool decision. Let’s take a look at these criteria and see how Oracle 
Warehouse Builder achieves scalability, flexibility and adaptability. 

Scalability and Performance 

Both scalability and performance touch multiple aspects in a developer’s life. The 
discussion is normally around load performance, or how fast can you load my data. 
While we will discuss that, we must not forget that the scalability of the tool itself 
can become a major factor in designing a warehouse. 

In Oracle Warehouse Builder’s case the tool is tested at various customer sites, 
handling metadata for small data marts as well as for extensive global data 
warehouses. In the latter cases, Oracle Warehouse Builder has proven to have a 
scalable repository, allowing some customers to store thousands of tables and 
complex mapping objects in one single repository. One example is the Oracle 
Embedded Data Warehouse (EDW), which has all extractions and tables for the 
complete Oracle Applications model in an Oracle Warehouse Builder repository. 
This is truly enterprise class metadata. 

Coming back to the main topic of discussion - how fast can you load data - this is a 
question of how fast can the Oracle database load data. The reason for that is very 
simple: Oracle Warehouse Builder generates efficient code that runs on the Oracle 
database. Several of the customers using Oracle Warehouse Builder run a multi 
terabyte data warehouse, and use Oracle Warehouse Builder to refresh the data. 
Currently one of the larger data warehouses working with Oracle Warehouse 
Builder is 2.5 TB and is built for a European Tele Communications company. 

Flexibility 

As long as you are running your warehouse on an Oracle database, Oracle 
Warehouse Builder provides you with a lot of flexibility.  One of the crucial aspects 
to flexibility is whether or not the tool can handle diverse system needs. Can I load 
data into an OLAP database? Can I load data from flat files? Can I load data into a 
3rd normal form operational data store? Can I create dimensions and facts in Oracle 
Warehouse Builder? These are just some examples of questions you will ask and 
Oracle Warehouse Builder can solve for you. 

In addition to these, adherence to open standards allows you as a customer to be 
more flexible in embedding the tool in your current infrastructure. If you design 
your schemas in Oracle Designer you can import these definitions into Oracle 
Warehouse Builder and work on the ETL system, then deploy this ETL system 
into your target database where the code easily co-exists with your existing schema 
design. 

If you are looking at using Oracle Warehouse Builder as a metadata store, you’ll be 
happy to know that you can extend the repository to store your own attributes on 
common objects. 
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Adaptability 

The main driver for any tool selection should be how easily can the tool adapt your 
previous design and upgrade it to the current new design. This, more than anything 
else distinguishes Oracle Warehouse Builder from all other tools. Object level 
dependency management allows you to predict and detect change instantly, without 
interfering with day-to-day business. 

While comparison with other ETL tools makes Oracle Warehouse Builder look 
good in this arena, comparison between Oracle Warehouse Builder and the most 
common implementation, (hand coding) is almost unfair. It is like comparing a car 
to a bike and concluding that the car will be faster. 

To understand this, let’s look at original scenario again. In our sales revenue data 
mart the order items table from the ERP system is used in many PL/SQL 
procedures doing the extraction and the calculation of revenue. Now this table 
changes (e.g. a column is added) due to a customization in the ERP system where 
discounts are added to certain orders. The change is something that impacts the 
data that is loaded from this point in time onwards, so you will have to incorporate 
this change into the system. 

If you would have written the PL/SQL by hand, you are now forced to go through 
all your code searching for the impacted areas. In addition, if you were not the 
original author of the code, then you need to first understand it, before you are able 
to make the necessary changes. Once you found all the areas and made the changes 
you will have to test all the code. This is not just a very time consuming exercise; it 
is also error prone and has a high impact on your project resources. 

Should you have used Oracle Warehouse Builder in this case you would have 
imported the new orders table definition, after reviewing the differences. After that 
you would assess the change to the entire system by launching the impact analysis 
editor5 in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4 Impact analysis  

                                                 
5  The interactive lineage and impact analysis is part of the Enterprise ETL option. 
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After that you apply changes with the help of the change propagation (Figure 5), 
making sure you do not forget any changes. 

 
Figure 5 Propagate the change of precision across the ETL project 

Now that you have changed your ETL processes to incorporate these changes you 
will need to re-test them. If you wrote the code by hand, you will have to test and 
probably debug the processes by hand as well. In Oracle Warehouse Builder, you 
test your changes using the debugger (Figure 6).  

The debugger allows you to “walk” through the entire ETL process and review the 
results of each step you have modeled. If you detect a problem in the data you can 
immediately fix the step you are looking at. This is not only much faster, it is also a 
much more organized way of delivering updates. Even in this simple example the 
benefits that come from this technology are tremendous. 

 
Figure 6 Debugging the mapping and seeing record by record 
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As you can see, Oracle Warehouse Builder is perfectly capable to meet your data 
movement requirements. Not only that, the tool will save you time and effort when 
building your logic and especially when you are changing your application. 
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CONCLUSION 
As many customers have found, Oracle Warehouse Builder is a powerful assistant 
in the data warehouse environment.  

Technically the tool has many advantages that can make your development faster 
and of higher quality, while still giving you scalability and performance. With its 
database-centric architecture it gives you better leverage of your database and the 
hardware supporting the warehouse. 

Business-wise the tool absolutely makes sense. If you compare it with other tools in 
the market the price positions almost certainly gives Oracle Warehouse Builder a 
higher ROI than comparable tools. If you compare it with custom coding efforts, 
Oracle Warehouse Builder can let you do more with less effort, again increasing the 
ROI for Oracle Warehouse Builder and outperforming your custom code. 

So if you are planning your data warehouse (or a next phase for it) make sure to 
take a look at Oracle Warehouse Builder - it might just make you even more 
successful! 
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